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Abstract For algorithm developers, this review details recent approaches to the problem, compares the accuracy of various algorithms, identifies common testing issues and proposes some solutions. For the algorithm user, e.g. electroencephalograph (EEG) technician or neurologist, this review provides an estimate of algorithm accuracy and comparison to that of human experts. Manuscripts dated from 1975 are reviewed. Progress since Frost’s 1985 review of the state of the art is discussed. Twenty-five manuscripts are reviewed. Many novel methods have been proposed including neural networks and high-resolution frequency methods. Algorithm accuracy is less than that of experts, but the accuracy of experts is probably less than what is commonly believed. Larger record sets will be required for expert-level detection algorithms. q 2002 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved. Keywords: Epilepsy; Spike detection; Algorithm; Neural network; Expert system



1. Introduction Beyond the diagnosis of epilepsy, automatic spike detection is important because it may be able to answer questions like: can quantitative descriptions of spike density, topology and morphology help determine patient syndrome and surgical outcome? The comprehensive spike marking required for these types of studies is too time consuming for visual identification by electroencephalographers (EEGers). Unfortunately, automatic spike detection is difficult for a number of reasons: expert supplied definitions of a spike are simplistic, two human experts often do not mark the same events as spikes, the ratio of candidate spike events to actual spike events is very large, spike morphology and background varies widely between patients, and well defined training sets are time consuming and expensive to develop. This is a review of published detection methods. Reviewed manuscripts date from 1975, but an emphasis is placed on novel methods, more recent developments and studies that addressed larger data sets. Algorithms that addressed spike-and-wave bursts (ictal) were excluded. Studies that compare the abilities of pairs of experts are included as a benchmark for algorithm testing. Frost (1985), Ktonas (1987) and Gotman (1986) offer excellent reviews of earlier works. * Corresponding author. Fax: 11-858-755-4568. E-mail address: [email protected] (S.B. Wilson).



The discussion reviews the state of the art and compares it to that described by Frost in 1985. Data requirements necessary for an expert-level detector are proposed. Testing issues faced by the majority of investigators are raised and suggestions offered. 2. Review A spike was loosely defined by Gloor (1975) as (A) a restricted triangular transient clearly distinguishable from background activity and having an amplitude of at least twice that of the preceding 5 s of background activity in any channel of EEG, (B) having a duration of #200 ms, and (C) including the presence of a field, as defined by involvement of a second adjacent electrode. Previous reviews have described detection algorithms by general classifications such as mimetic (copy the human expert), linear predictive (use signal processing techniques to distinguish transients from ongoing background activity) and template based (find events that match previously selected spikes). Instead, since many current algorithms apply multiple methods, we have chosen to describe steps that roughly follow the definition above and emphasize the local context, morphology and the field of the spike. Sections on artifact rejection and larger context are also included, e.g. the patient’s level of arousal. The accuracy section describes some of the methods used for algorithm validation. Works are reviewed chronologically within a section.
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Few algorithms distinguish between spikes and sharp waves – we refer to both as ‘spikes’. In all cases, we are interested in the detection of spikes that are manifestations of an epileptogenetic abnormality of the brain and characterize them as epileptiform. Spikes that fit the more general, engineering definition of spike, or even the spikes that occur in normal patients that do not appear to be due to an epileptogenic abnormality are defined as non-epileptiform.



decomposition. This representation uses curvatures and angles rather than second derivatives and may be a better representation of what the expert ‘sees’. It also allows records obtained from intracranial electrodes to be analyzed by adjusting the mV/mm sensitivity. The background context is described as the previous 5 s of half-waves.



2.1. Local context



Since non-mimetic methods often do not describe attributes that easily relate to spike morphology, this section has been generalized to include any attributes used to describe the spike and its background. Rules or neural networks (NN) use these attributes to classify events as spike or non-spike. Gotman and Gloor (1976) use the relative height and pseudo-duration of the two half-waves; the relative sharpness at the apex; the total duration; and the relative height and duration of the third half-wave to describe the spike. The pseudo-duration attempts to incorporate information about the convexity of the half-wave, and the sharpness is calculated as the second derivative. Normalized attributes are created by dividing a spike attribute by its corresponding background value. Four rules set the attribute thresholds and determine whether the wave is a spike. For example, a larger relative amplitude is required for longer pseudo-durations. How the rules and thresholds were developed is not discussed, but they appear to be coded to reflect expert knowledge and adjusted to perform well on a training set. Guedes de Oliveira et al. (1983) use a similar set of attributes and threshold analysis to distinguish spikes from nonspikes with the goal of maximizing the sum of the sensitivity and specificity. The non-spike events used for the specificity calculation were those with a curvature ratio greater than two. This results in a smaller set of parameters: the slope and curvature ratios and the total duration. Faure (1985) introduces a concept where the duration, amplitude and slope attributes of half-waves are used to classify them into states, and a sequence of specific state transitions (another way to encode rules from an expert) results in a detection of either a spike or a spike-and-wave burst. The specific results of this algorithm are not detailed. Davey et al. (1989) apply thresholds to the half-wave duration, amplitude and sharpness ratios to create possible spikes for analysis by a rule-based system. The rule definitions are not included. Only a single 320 s record is analyzed. Witte et al. (1991) do not use visual attributes but instead define a ‘momentary’ power and frequency that can be evaluated at each sample. By visual evaluation of hand-marked (visually identified by an expert) spikes, they found that the momentary frequency had low variance compared to the surrounding background and that the envelope of the power was large. Thresholds are applied to define spike acceptance, and the primary use for this detection method seems to be automatic registration (i.e. cursor positioning) of the spike for mapping.



Many investigators use the term ‘background activity’ to describe the context in which the spike occurs. This must be differentiated from the more common usage of the term, which relates to the patient’s relatively continuous, widely distributed EEG activity, since the two may have a entirely different patterns and frequency spectra. The background context of a spike is typically used to normalize the spike parameters to account for varying electrical output from different patients and determine whether the spike is more than a random variation of the underlying rhythmic activity. Gotman and Gloor (1976) describe the background as the average amplitude of the half-waves from the 5 s preceding the spike. They noted a description that includes the activity after the spike might be preferred but was not implemented due to technical difficulties. For computational efficiency, this moving average is updated every one-third of a second. The calculation of the background amplitude is performed in such a way that slower activity results in a smaller background amplitude. Waveform decomposition is the first step of most mimetic algorithms. It allows the digitized EEG waveform to be ‘seen’ at a higher conceptual level. It offers great data reduction and allows the problem description to better reflect the terminology of human experts who define what a spike is. Gotman and Gloor (1976) decompose the waveform by finding segments between amplitude extrema. A set of rules is used to remove small segments contaminated by noise, resulting in sequences. If there is no noise, the sequence representation is the same as the segment representation. As noted by the authors, this is a variation of extremabased methods utilized by previous authors. A segment or sequence is called a half-wave, and the triangular shape of a spike is created by two half-waves with opposite directions. Similar methods for decomposing the EEG waveform into half-waves have been used by many authors (Guedes de Oliveira et al., 1983; Faure, 1985; Davey et al., 1989; Webber et al., 1994). Guedes de Oliveira et al. (1983) use the standard deviations of the amplitude of the EEG signal and its first and second derivatives to normalize the corresponding amplitude, slope and curvature attributes of the spike. They implemented portions of this ‘algorithm’ in hardware to support on-line detection. Wilson et al. (1999) use a similar method that employs visual rather than physical coordinates for the waveform



2.2. Morphology
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Sankar and Natour (1992) use an autoregressive model to isolate transients in each 5 s window of EEG and then to classify them as spikes if they match previously stored templates. The idea is to create a filter that mimics the power spectra of the window. Non-stationary sections are found by running the window through the inverse filter. If a range of samples from the output is larger than a threshold, then this is marked as a potential spike. The potential spike is compared against template spikes encoded again via an autoregressive model, and if the Euclidean distance is below a threshold, it is classified as a spike. Autoregressive models are useful as an alternative method to fast Fourier transform (FFT) for spectrum estimation, but they are very sensitive to the number of terms (poles) used for the estimation and, unless there is some a priori knowledge guiding the selection of the number of terms, often result in fragile models. The authors analyze 30 s segments from each of 3 EEG recordings; the algorithm fares poorly with 78 true-positives and 409 false-positives. Pietila et al. (1994) adaptively segment the EEG waveform into 370 (unspecified) elementary classes. The attributes include the amplitude average and variability of the segments as well as the spectral power in a number of bands. The specificity of the system with respect to spike detection is found to be rather poor. Webber et al. (1994) compared multi-layer perceptron (MLP) networks using both ‘raw’ digitized data and halfwave attributes as input and found that the half-wave attributes are preferred. Senhadji et al. (1995) apply the discrete wavelet transform (DWT) to long segments (10 s), first to separate background from transients and then to separate artifacts from events. As applied here, the wavelet transform is equivalent to applying bandpass filters with different centers and bandwidths to the signal. Although the paper’s introduction seems to suggest that this method can be used to detect spikes, the results appear to address only a single real EEG signal and the identification of ‘useful waves’. Park et al. (1998) use the Daubachies-4 wavelet function (DWT) on 1 s, 256 sample segments to identify a subset of 40 coefficients for neural network training. The training and testing set consist of 300 hand-picked spikes and 720 randomly chosen non-spikes with the DWT registered to the spike (or non-spike) apex. Although the results appear good, in reality they may not be meaningful because the events were hand-picked and hand-registered. Ozdamar et al. (1998) forgo the creation of attributes and use the ‘raw’ digitized waveform as input to a NN because they believe “it is very difficult for the EEG experts to select and define all these waveform parameters…”. Use of raw data eliminates the need to define half-wave, slopes and sharpness. Segments (3614) are selected for training and testing and 400 from each classification group are used for the training. The goal of this work is to find the optimal number of data points (sampled at 200 Hz) to distinguish hand picked spike, non-spike and EMG segments. The best
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MLP consists of 30 inputs (data samples) covering 150 ms, 6 hidden neurons and two outputs that code the classification as ‘spike’ ‘non-spike’, ‘EMGI’ or not applicable. Wilson et al. (1999) use a 5 half-wave description of the spike. The two usual half-waves describe the triangular shape of the spike. Also used are the half-wave before and the two after the spike. Each half-wave is described by its duration, height, slope, and angle at the start of the halfwave. A handful of small MLP networks are trained to develop expert system-like rules. Outputs of the networks feed into other networks and result in a 0–1 perception value assigned to the spike. The NNs are trained and tested by dataset splitting on 50 clinical records hand-marked by 5 EEGers. A second, smaller set is used for testing only. Hellmann (1999) develops a set of 19 attributes to discriminate spikes from non-spikes. Rather than being a general detector, the user first selects a template spike (start and end times and channel) and a list of events with high correlation is generated. Some of the attributes are the common slope, height, etc. but many of them describe how well the potential spike matches the template. A simple network is used to select the spikes from ECoG records. Ko and Chung (2000) reinvestigate the use of ‘raw’ EEG data for training networks and suggest that the earlier results of Ozdamar et al. (1998) were erroneous and reflected poor data preparation. Even when this error is corrected, the resulting network is found to perform no better than a random classifier. Goelz et al. (2000) apply the continuous wavelet transform (CWT) to generate a finely detailed background frequency vs. time spectrum (i.e. greater detail than a short-term FFT spectrum, CSA) and then search for statistical deviations that are identified as transients. The transients are further analyzed by creating a ‘time-scale fingerprint’ that identifies the most of the important CWT coefficients, and then simple rules are applied to decide whether the transient is a spike. This preliminary evaluation is tested on 278 min of single-channel clinical EEG from 11 patients and resulted in a sensitivity of 84% and a selectivity of 12%. 2.3. Field The Gotman and Gloor (1976) analysis proceeds in discrete time steps of 1/3 s, and if several spikes are found only the sharpest is retained. If spikes occur in one or more channels, then an event detection occurs. That is, there is no requirement that the spike have a field. Gabor and Seyal (1992) introduce a neural network algorithm that relies primarily on the spike field distribution. MLP networks with the number of input and hidden nodes equal to the number of channels in the record and a single output node are used. Five bipolar 8 channel records from the EMU with durations ranging from 7.1 to 23.3 min are used for training and testing. Two networks are trained on only the slopes of the spike’s half-waves, and there is no
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notion of background context. The first uses the slope of the half-wave before the spike’s apex for all 8 channels as inputs, and the second uses the slope after the apex. The output of the algorithm is a weighted combination of the two network outputs with a value near 1.0 indicating a spike has been found. The duration (not specified) of the spike halfwaves is fixed so that no waveform decomposition is required. The algorithm slides along the data one sample at a time and identifies a spike when the output is greater than a threshold (e.g. 0.9). The method requires a distinct network for each patient and spike foci, so 7 networks were trained because two of the patients had independent foci. The training required 4–6 example spikes and the nonspikes were generated by statistical variation resulting in 4 times more non-spikes. Although this method does not seem to be well suited for general detection, it might be a promising method for finding ‘similar’ events. Webber et al. (1994) use 4 channels from a bipolar chain with 15 attributes per channel to train their NN. Nine of the 15 attributes describe the spike in terms of the common halfwave amplitude, slope, etc. The other 6 attributes describe the background context in terms of the current 2 s epoch and an exponential average of previous epochs. The MLP network has 60 input nodes, 12 hidden nodes and a single output node. The network is trained and tested on 10 clinical records ranging in duration from 3 to 5 min by splitting the data. An optimal setting for the network output results in a sensitivity and selectivity of 73.6%. (The breadth of inputs used means that more than just the field is being measured.) Feucht et al. (1997) use a method similar to Webber et al. (1994), but the input to the network is the instantaneous power (Witte et al. (1991), see above) rather than the halfwave slope. Scalp channels (17) are used as input with Fp1 and Fp2 excluded. The MLP has 17 input nodes, 12 hidden nodes and 9 output nodes corresponding to the possible classifications: 7 spike topologies, background or EMG. The training and test set consist of 90 examples (10 for each class) and 72 examples (8 for each class), respectively, taken from 10 routine EEGs (5 per set). The algorithm is similar to that of Witte et al. (1991), with the addition of the NN for another level of classification. The evaluation set, not used in any of the NN training or testing, consists of 4 clinical EEGs of which 3 had large amplitude spikes handmarked by two EEGers. The mean selectivity, sensitivity and specificity for the algorithm are 84.6, 88.1 and 89.3%, respectively. Ramabhadran et al. (1999) utilize expert system rules for spike detection and localization via relationships between the single-channel spike detections. The ultimate goal of this work is the identification of any foci of epileptogenic activity and they propose ‘that it is much more important to minimize the number of false-positive (spike) detections than it is to maximize the number of correct detections’. They base this argument on the questionable assumption, that ‘in routine clinical electroencephalography a correct determination of the presence of spike focus can be, and



usually is, made based on consideration of a relatively small subset of the total number of (spike) events present in the entire record‘. Wilson et al. (1999) identify single-channel spikes and then create spike events when overlapping spikes are found in different channels. The perception of the overall event, determined by a NN, is a function of the perceptions of the 3 best single-channel spikes in the event. The focal point is set at the channel with the highest perception. Using more than the 3 best spikes did not improve the classification rate. Since there is no requirement that the field is meaningful, i.e. that the single-channel events are neighbors, this method allows arbitrary montages and channel placements including intracranial grids or depth electrodes to be used. More detailed field analysis is provided in a post detection phase via a hierarchical clustering method that groups spikes with similar field distributions. 2.4. Artifact rejection Gotman and Gloor (1976) utilize simple rules to reject possible spikes as muscle, eyeblink, and alpha onset artifacts, however, it is unclear how the rule parameters were assigned. Gotman et al. (1979) extended this to include gross movement artifacts with amplitudes greater than 350 mV. Gotman et al., (1991) modified and extended the artifact rejection for EMG bursts, alpha waves, spindles, vertex sharp waves and eyeblinks. In some cases, e.g. eyeblinks, the artifact detection is dependent on the EEG state, e.g. active or quiet wakefulness. Guedes de Oliveira et al. (1983) rejected as EMG a succession of at least 3 sharply peaked waves and as an eyeblink a wave greater than 256 ms. Wilson et al. (1999) use the preceding 5 s of half-wave activity to describe the background. This algorithm also has rules for identifying groups of half-waves that describe rhythmic and EMG activity. The spike is required to stand out not only from the background, but also from local rhythmic and EMG activity. 2.5. Larger context Gotman et al. (1991) introduce state detection (active wakefulness, quiet wakefulness, desynchronized EEG, phasic EEG and slow EEG) to improve the accuracy of their original rule-based algorithm (Gotman et al., 1976). The state classification begins by counting eyeblinks and measuring the power in the delta, theta, alpha and ‘EMG‘ (25–48 Hz) bands. A 100 s section of quiet wakefulness must be selected for each subject and is used as the spectrum baseline. A ‘complex’ decision tree (not described) is used to determine the state of each 6.4 s epoch and whether a state change is allowed given the preceding epoch states. The thresholds of the original rule-based algorithm are then tailored for each state. Ramabhadran et al. (1999) classify the state of conscious-



Table 1 Spike detection accuracies from the reviewed literature a Year
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Total duration (min)



Spike count



Algorithm



Sensitivity



Fp/min



Parameters



Degrees of freedom
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Unknown Unknown , 0.65/,0.66 Unknown 0.74 0.90 0.97 Unknown 0.76 0.87 Unknown 0.52 0.31 0.17 0.73 0.86 0.88 n/a n/a 0.32 0.23 0.28 0.41 n/a ?/0.96 0.47 0.15 0.70 Unknown 0.84 n/a
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Author(s)



a When both training and test sets exist, the patient count, total duration and spike count are listed in a N/N format. The algorithm column is used to distinguish the results when more than one algorithm is tested. ‘Ex vs. Ex’ in the algorithm column indicates the average pair-wise expert vs. expert comparison when available. The n/a values indicate that the data was presented in a non-standard manner that precluded comparison. Sensitivity is given as the ratio of matched spikes divided by the total spikes. FP/min is the number of false-positive spikes per minute of recording. Parameters and degrees of freedom are rough indications of the model complexity used in the algorithm. A ‘?’ after a value denotes more uncertainty than a ‘ , ’ before. b Total number of spikes not known. Algorithm detections reviewed after processing. c GSD, Gotman spike detector. d ECoG recordings. e 2SSD, two-stage spike detector. f WSD, wavelet spike detector. g MMNN, multiple monotonic neural network. h Dichotomous-valued perceptions are used for comparison to other methods in table.
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ness as awake, NREM sleep, and REM sleep as additional a parameter for their rule-based system. Black et al. (2000) describe a system that uses waveform decomposition, field context, and finally temporal context. The temporal context uses ‘the presence of definite or possible spikes with a similar distribution elsewhere in the EEG to upgrade possible spikes to definite spikes’.



2.6. Accuracy Table 1 includes a direct comparison of all the methods and their reported accuracies. The following discussion highlights some of the issues encountered when attempting to validate detection algorithms. Gotman and Gloor (1976) present results from 93 bipolar, clinical recordings with an average duration of 2.3 min. The spikes were not hand-marked, and the results consist of spike densities broken out by patient category: normal, non-epileptic and epileptic. The results appear very good, however, the authors note in later work (Gotman et al., 1979) that these recordings are relatively artifact-free. The later work analyzes the algorithm on 34 bipolar, 6 h records and finds an average false-positive rate of 0.1/min. Again, the records were not hand-marked, that is, experts did not manually score each and every spike, and the sensitivity of the algorithm is unknown. Guedes de Oliveira et al. (1983) utilized the first 50 s of 10 bipolar, clinical recordings. Eight EEGers were asked to hand-mark every spike, and they found that the agreement was ‘poor … (which) leaves doubts on the preferred definition’. Two subsets are created in an attempt to better distinguish the spikes from non-spikes. The first set includes events marked by at least 7 of the 8 readers, and the second includes events marked by none of the readers. Training and testing sets are created with 5 patients in each set, but the results as presented do not allow an interpretation of the overall accuracy of the system. Gotman and Wang (1992) validate their state-dependent algorithm (.Gotman and Wang (1991) ) with 20 adolescent or adult patients from the EMU. Each record is 100 min with 5, 20 min segments taken at times 22:00, 23:30, 01:00, 02:30 and 04:00 hours in an attempt to include all 5 states and reduce the amount of recording. These conditions are similar to those used to develop the training set (Gotman and Wang, 1991). The spikes in the records are not hand-marked by experts. Instead, each spike detected by the algorithm is reviewed and classified as false, possible or true. Consequently, sensitivity measures are not available. The falsepositive rate of the test data is reduced from 1.95/min to 0.79/min with the new, state-dependent method with a similar improvement for the training set. The true-positive rate is increased 39 and 25% for the test and training sets, respectively. The authors did not address the reproducibility of the results as a function of the 100 s ‘quiet wakefulness’ section that must be manually marked before processing. That is,



they failed to consider how the results would change if a different 100 s section is chosen for the spectrum baseline. Hostetler et al. (1992) asked 6 human readers with widely varying experience to mark 5, 20 min EEG trials from epilepsy patients. Spikes (1393) are marked by a weighted majority of the readers; the weighting was an attempt to account for the disparate expertise of the readers. The average sensitivity of the experts ranged from 48.6 to 99.7%, and the selectivity ranged from 78.7 to 98.7%. The ‘Gotman’ algorithm, last updated May 1984 (so we assume it was a variation of Gotman et al. (1979) rather than Gotman and Wang (1991) was run at 4 sensitivity settings by adjusting the ‘relative amplitude’ threshold from 3 to 6. The average sensitivity and selectivity ranged from 56.7 to 94.6% and 25.3 to 86.6%. One of the records was selected to test the expert’s consistency and they were asked to mark it twice at different times yielding consistency values ranging from 53 to 95%. When comparing to other studies, these values are overstated because of the spike weighting. Also, a portion of the expert’s correlation is with their own marking due to the way the consensus scores were created. Webber et al. (1993) again address the issue of interreader correlation by having 8 EEGers hand-mark 12 brief records. Spikes (1739) are marked by at least one reader, 1071 by two and only 316 by all 8 readers. The average pairwise sensitivity is 52%. Wilson et al. (1996) introduce a mathematical model for quantifying the accuracy of readers (human or algorithm) by treating spike detection as a probabilistic detection problem. Marked spikes are assigned a perception value ranging from 0 to 1, and this value may be interpreted as a probability that the spike will be marked. An exemplar spike is assigned a perception value of 1, and a barely perceivable spike is assigned a value near zero, e.g. 0.1. Disagreements over low perception spikes are minimized in the resulting sensitivity, specificity and correlation equations. Equations for estimating the reliability of a consensus marking, created by averaging the perception values from all readers, and for quantifying the ‘difficulty’ of the record set are described. Five EEGers hand-marked 50 clinical records from 40 epilepsy patients and 10 control subjects resulting in 1952 spikes. The inter-reader sensitivity ranged from 0.57 to 0.87 with and average of 0.70. When perception values are used, the sensitivity ranged from 0.66 to 0.96. They identified a calculation bias of previous studies that underreports the accuracy of algorithms compared to human readers when consensus hand-marking is used for testing. Ozdamar and Kalayce (1998) do not process the continuous EEG record but develop and test their algorithm with hand-chosen events consisting of 20–70 data points – 10 points before the peak and 10–60 points after the peak. The expert selected 761 spike, 2288 non-spike and 565 EMG events. The sensitivity and false positive values should not be compared to other methods (the majority), which process continuous EEG. Dumpelmann and Elger (1999) address the issue of spike
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detection in intracranial recordings. EEG of about 136 min from 7 patients is hand-marked by two EEGers. Spikes (2460) are marked by one reviewer and 2199 by the second. Spikes (939) are marked by both readers resulting in an average sensitivity of ,41%. Three algorithms (developed elsewhere) achieved sensitivities of 24% (‘Gotman Software V. 6.0’), 26% (wavelet based) and 32% (a two-stage linear prediction model). Hellmann (1999) offers a graph of specificity vs. sensitivity points for their testing on 10 ECoG recordings and many other published results. It should be noted that studies often utilize different methods for calculating these parameters and that the difficulty of the records tested may vary greatly. Intracranial spike accuracies should probably not be directly compared to scalp accuracies because intracranial spikes stand out from their background more readily and there are fewer non-cerebral artifacts. Wilson et al. (1999) test their system, Persyst SpikeDetector v. 3.0, and the Telefactor SzAC, an implementation of the Gotman et al. (1979) algorithm, on 50 clinical records from 40 epilepsy patients and 10 control subjects and a validation set of 15 clinical records from 10 epilepsy patients and 5 control subjects. Perception values are used in the algorithm analysis to reduce the impact of lowperception spikes. The Persyst software has correlations of 0.85 and 0.76 on the two record sets. The Telefactor software, has correlations of 0.35 and 0.53. Black et al. (2000) test their system at a record rather than event granularity. Three EEGers rate the ‘epilepsy activity’ on 521 clinical records as: none, questionable or definite. Their algorithm produces the same outputs. The records (106) are read by all 3 readers with an agreement of 85%. Approximately, 82% of the records have no epileptiform activity, and if these records are removed, the agreement on records read by all 3 readers is 39%. The agreement between the consensus EEGer classification (e.g. definite 1 none 1 none ¼ questionable) and algorithm is 66% on the full set of 521 records.



3. Discussion What progress has been made since Frost’s 1985 review? The numerical methods applied have taken advantage of the increased computing power and are more advanced, including neural networks (applied to both half-wave attributes and the raw digitized data) and high-resolution spectral methods (e.g. discrete and continuous wavelets). Because standard data sets are not available for testing the algorithms, it is unclear to what extent the new methods have improved detection accuracy. The handful of studies that compare two or more algorithms on the same set of records suggest that improvements have been made, but that the accuracy of the algorithms still falls short of that of the human expert. Frost says, “Systems designed to recognize and quantify
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epileptiform EEG activity have been quite limited so far, primarily because of the difficulty in identifying and eliminating artifactual waveforms. Although average performance ratings (sensitivities) of 80–90% may appear to be good enough, in most applications they are not. This is true because: (1) performance of the automated systems with respect to detection of abnormal events is highly variable on an individual record basis, appearing better when true epileptiform events are frequent, and (2) all systems that have been adequately evaluated produce significant numbers of false positives. These two factors make it impossible to use an automatic method effectively in the area in which there is currently the greatest need: long-term monitoring studies of patients with known or suspected seizures”. We evaluate his statement in light of the above discussion. First, even human experts do not routinely achieve average sensitivities of 80–90%. The sensitivity of one expert compared to another is highly variable from record to record. Comparison on a record with spikes clearly differentiated from the background will routinely achieve an expert vs. expert sensitivity of .90%. However, a record with a handful of ambiguous spikes, which results in a diagnosis of epilepsy from expert 1 and a diagnosis of normal from expert 2, will result in a 0% sensitivity of expert 2 with respect to expert 1. The average sensitivity of two experts on a set of records is a function of both their abilities and the difficulty of the records. The ability of an algorithm can only truly be evaluated on records that have been marked by at least two experts. Assuming that the abilities of the two experts are high, then their comparison describes the difficulty of the records and can be used as a benchmark for the algorithm. Frost identifies the fundamental issue still facing today’s algorithms, i.e. the high false positive rate. He gives the following example, ‘a sharp transient that occurs during non-rapid eye movement (NREM) sleep and is synchronous in both left and right central regions is excluded by the human reader even thought the waveform parameters may be compatible with a true [spike event]. If this same waveform occurred in the central region in the awake state or during NREM sleep in the left frontal area, it would be recognized as abnormal. Many other examples of this type could be cited, but the point is that a truly successful automated system will require multichannel capability together with integration of additional time-dependent information for the establishment of the key contextual factors’. While this is certainly true, this type of false positive is not the most egregious. Most users of automated systems would probably be content to have the algorithm mark the spikes in both cases and make this higher-level distinction themselves. The more problematic false positives are those that simply do not even look like a spike, and there can be hundreds or thousands in an 8 h record. For the algorithm developer, these are like the responses from a smart-aleck child who is intent on finding the exception to the rule. They are detected because the algorithm was not ‘taught’ every
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variation of what is not a spike. They may be physiological in origin or due to a loose electrode, but it is unlikely that a human expert would ever mark them. This raises some questions. How complex is the spike detection problem and why have not we solved it yet? How many parameters are needed to describe an event (spike and non-spike)? How many and what variety of spikes are needed for training and testing? How many patients are needed? What total duration of EEG should be used, i.e. how many and what variety of non-spikes are needed for training and testing? The columns labeled parameters and degrees of freedom (DOF) in Table 1 are an attempt to answer the first questions. The numbers are approximate (and probably overstated) since the values are seldom listed directly in the manuscript. DOF is an indication of the number of variables that the algorithm developer was able to adjust. Algorithms that apply cutoffs to parameters or use linear or logistic regression have a DOF the same order of magnitude as the parameter count. NNs with high numbers of hidden nodes have DOF . .Parameters. (A multi-layer perceptron has two degrees of freedom per connection between nodes.) What is clear is that the complexity of the problem is substantial but still not well understood. A related shortcoming of the studies discussed is the small amount of data (spikes, patients and total EEG duration) used for training and testing. Per Table 1, only Gotman et al. (1979) and Black et al. (2000) stand out as comprehensive in terms of the total EEG duration. The total spike count was not determined for either of these studies and consequently the sensitivity of the algorithms for these data sets is unknown. Wilson et al. (1999) stands out as having a high spike (1952) and patient count (50), but the records are shortterm clinical recording and do not contain the range of artifacts seen in prolonged recordings. Compare these values with those seen by an epilepsy fellow over the course of a year: about 100 patients, 10,000 spikes (200 spikes/ week) and 800 h of EEG (8 h of detailed review/patient). We will probably not see expert-level algorithms until this amount of data is used for algorithm training. As per Frost’s criticism above, experts use a wide range of context, both temporal and spatial, to analyze questionable spikes. This includes the patient state and corresponding spike prevalence, the field distribution of similar events and artifacts, etc. What impact this type of analysis has on their overall spike marking abilities is unclear-perhaps it will account for the last 10% needed to reach expert-level accuracy. This type of analysis will be difficult to implement until the majority of events marked by the algorithm are true spikes. Detection algorithms may still offer substantial timesavings. For example, the spike clustering method of Wilson et al. (1999) reduces the burden of false positives by letting the user group spikes and non-spikes so that they can be reviewed and saved or deleted en masse. This method could benefit from automatic selection of the ‘correct’



number of groups, but this type of improvement in display methods may result in the greatest near-term timesavings. 3.1. Future study recommendations The testing of algorithms raises a number of issues that have been treated inconsistently in the manuscripts discussed. This section identifies those issues and recommends solutions. It is not unusual for the EEG records to have widely different numbers of spikes, e.g. one record may have 350 spikes while another has 10. The sensitivity can be computed for all records by using the total spike count or it can be computed by record and then averaged. The latter is preferred since it will not overweigh the contribution from the high spike count records. In cases where the duration of the records is unequal, it is probably reasonable to normalize the contribution by the record duration. The accuracy of a classification algorithm is traditionally evaluated by its sensitivity and specificity. If a threshold parameter can be varied, the tradeoff of sensitivity vs. specificity can be illustrated in a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve. (One of the nice features of neural networks is that they naturally offer an output that ranges from 0 to 1, and a cutoff value can be set to generate the ROC. That is, the first point of the ROC is generated when spikes are detected when the output is greater than 0.1. The next point is generated when the output is greater than 0.2, etc.) The specificity calculation requires an estimate of the number of non-spike events processed. Instead, it is simpler to report the number of false-positives per minute (FP/min). If FP/min approaches 6.0, and the review method is via scrolling to 10 s EEG pages, then there are no time savings for the technician because essentially every page in the EEG record must be visited anyways. Many investigators report the selectivity rather than the FP/min rate. If you know the spike count, the sensitivity and the total EEG duration, then you can convert between the selectivity and FP/min. In order to generate a single sensitivity and FP/min point for comparison, many investigators have chosen to select the point on the ROC where sensitivity equals specificity. This is also the point where the algorithm marks the same number of spikes as the expert. While reasonable for comparison to the pair wise expert accuracies, in actual practice the sensitivity should maximize while maintaining an acceptable false positive rate. This will optimize the chance of finding spikes in those records with very low spike counts. Much effort has been directed towards accounting for the fact that experts are more certain about some spikes than others. Often this is dealt with by grading the spikes, e.g. possible vs. definite. A generalization of this idea is to assign a continuous perception value that ranges between 0 and 1. Readers, expert or algorithm, are more likely to agree on high perception spikes than low perception spikes. Wilson et al. (1996) introduced extensions to the sensitivity,
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specificity and correlation equations that allow perception values to be used directly. We have largely stopped using these equations (except for comparison of competing algorithms during development) because they are not a good measure of the ‘cost’ to the technician. That is, the time spent reviewing a low perception spike is the same as that spent reviewing a high perception spike. Also, they have a bias against algorithms that do not output a perception value. The perception value is still used to generate the ROC curve, but then a threshold point (e.g. any spike with perception .0.5 is marked) is selected to determine the ‘reported‘ sensitivity and FP/min rate. The benefit is that numerous runs of the algorithm are not required to generate the ROC. The perception value can also be used to sort and select subsets of spikes for review. It is also important to have the experts mark spikes with perception values. ROC curves can be generated as the sensitivity of the expert’s marking is varied. While an algorithm may have relatively poor sensitivity when all the expert spikes are included, it may be quite high when only the expert spikes with perception .0.5 are included. For a pair of readers, two thresholds can be varied and a family of ROC curves generated. A benchmark for an algorithm is created by having two or more experts mark the same set of records. Again, much effort has gone into trying to determine the best way to create a consensus marking for algorithm comparison. Some studies have chosen any spike marked by any expert, some have chosen a spike marked by 7 out of 8 experts, and some have averaged the perception values of the spikes. A simpler approach is to not create a consensus score. Instead, compute all pair wise expert vs. expert sensitivity values and average them. Then compute all pair wise algorithm vs. expert values, average them and compare to the expert vs. expert average sensitivity. References Black MA, Jones RD, Carroll GJ, Dingle AA, Donaldson IM, Parkin PJ. Real-time detection of epileptiform activity in the EEG: a blinded clinical trial. Clin Electroencephalogr 2000;31:122–130. Davey BL, Fright WR, Carroll GJ, Jones RD. Expert system approach to detection of epileptiform activity in the EEG. Med Biol Eng Comput 1989;27:365–370. Dumpelmann M, Elger CE. Visual and automatic investigation of epileptiform spikes in intracranial EEG recordings. Epilepsia 1999;40:275–285. Faure C. Attributed strings for recognition of epileptic transients in EEG. Int J Biomed Comput 1985;16:217–229. Feucht M, Hoffmann K, Steinberger K, Witte H, Benninger F, Arnold M, Doering A. Simultaneous spike detection and topographic classification in pediatric surface EEGs. NeuroReport 1997;8:2193–2197. Frost Jr JD. Automatic recognition and characterization of epileptiform discharges in the human EEG. J Clin Neurophysiol 1985;2:231–249. Gabor AJ, Seyal M. Automated interictal EEG spike detection using artificial neural networks. Electroenceph clin Neurophysiol 1992;83:271–280. Gloor P. Contributions of electroencephalography and electrocorticography in the neurosurgical treatment of the epilepsies. Adv Neurol 1975;8:59–105.
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